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In order to meditate on the imaginatively invented scene, whether of Christ's life or of a non-historical setting, a procedure is followed that first elaborates the material in a free
constructive imagining, representing, remembering; second, analyzes this material for its structure, its conceptual content, its insights; and finally, conducts a "colloquy" of direct
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movement of the modern age is Ignatian spirituality, an approach to the spiritual life based on the insights of St. Ignatius of Loyola. Ignatian spirituality teaches an active attentiveness
to God joined with a prompt responsiveness to God, who is ever active in peopleâ€™s lives. In What Is Ignatian Spirituality?,David L. Fleming, SJ, provides an authoritative yet highly
accessible summary of the key elements of Ignatian spirituality, among which are contemplative prayer, discernment, and dynamic involvement in service and mission. In twenty
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Making Choices In Christ. The Foundations of Ignatian Spirituality. by Joseph A. Tetlow,SJ. Buy the eBook.Â An extraordinary spiritual practice with the power to transform the
ordinary life Even in our modern society, one of the most effective ways to develop a dynamic relationship with God is through the 450-year-old practice of Ignatian spirituality. Joseph
A. Tetlow, SJ, a leading expert on the subject, shows how Ignatian principles and practices can help each of us to discern God's will for our life and to become a changed person in
Christ.Having overseen the efforts of more than 200 Jesuit retreat houses and centers for spirituality, Fr.

